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The Enlightenment in Europe and the Americas The Enlightenment in Europe and the Americas The late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries in England and France in particular was a time of great tension
between those who believed in ancient or classical ideals and those who believed in progress and modernity.
Despite this tension between "ancients" and "moderns," both groups believed in the primacy of reason as
opposed to, say, faith, or imagination, or intuition. Philosophers at this time explored the subjective "I," trying
to delineate precisely what it meant to be human i. While some explored the possibility that there was no truth
beyond the isolated, individual mind, others like Newton asserted that there was a fundamental set of physical
laws that governed the universe. Even when Enlightenment philosophy was skeptical about any final
knowable certainties in regards to the individual and the world he or she lived in, those in the Enlightenment
still privileged the acquisition and accumulation of knowledge about self and world. Despiteâ€”or maybe
because ofâ€”its being an era of social instability, the Enlightenment was equally a time that emphasized rules
of decorum and social civility. Elaborate social hierarchies emerged, with aristocratic elites at the top, a
growing "middle" or working class, and the poor or enslaved at the bottom. Gender roles were rigid, and
women, even of the upper class, enjoyed few opportunities for education or gaining a profession. A number of
these authors appealed to reason and pointed out that better opportunities for women would make them better
partners to men in marriage and thus both genders would benefit from greater equality. Despite the gender
inequality of the time, some women emerged as important literary figures. Among the many common literary
topics of the Enlightenment, authors often sought to expose the gap between social ideals of propriety and
actual human behavior. Satire became an important genre, as it could be used to reveal ignorance or hypocrisy
even in those who otherwise seemed "proper" and could speak or write eloquently. In other words, it was not
how they expressed themselves but what they expressed that was truly deplorable. The topic of children is
curiously absent from much Enlightenment writing, largely because the age believed so strongly in the
capacity of reason to guide behavior and judgment, and children were understood not to possess a reasoning
power developed enough to warrant much attention. Humanity and Nature Deism was a belief in God which
understood the divine to be revealed only in His works, particularly the natural world itself. Thus the
"scientific" study of nature could be understood as, in part, the work of understanding the divine. Many
Enlightenment philosophers explored the relationship between the individual and the universe. One widely
shared idea posited a "Great Chain of Being": Part of understanding the system meant identifying the
universalsâ€”the constants that would persist regardless of place or time. Just as Enlightenment thinkers
understood the world to be a system, governed by constants, so too did they understand human nature itself to
be a constant. Thus, writers could imagine themselves writing ahistoricallyâ€”in other words, the touchstones
of human nature had not changed since ancient times and would not change in the future. Convention and
Authority The eighteenth century was a time of great emphasis on decorumâ€”proper behavior at the proper
time. The idea of decorum extended into the literary world as well. Writers understood that there were proper
genres and styles that were suitable for certain subjects. For example, it would have been deemed
"indecorous"â€”or lacking in decorumâ€”to write about common, domestic subjects in a grand, poetic style.
Enlightenment writersâ€”and readersâ€”understood that the purpose of literature was to both delight and
instruct. An important tension for Enlightenment philosophers and writers was that between the value of
permanence and the value of change. This manifested itself in almost all aspects of literary, philosophical, and
political thinking. The fundamental ways in which industry, government, and society worked were changed
forever. The Industrial Revolution In late-eighteenth-century England, the industrial revolution completely
changed the way most people lived and worked in no small part by changing where they lived and worked.
Populations moved from rural farms to growing urban centers. Partly as an effort to find new markets for its
manufactured goods and partly in search of natural resources, England began a concentrated effort to acquire
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territories abroad, especially in North America. By the mid-nineteenth century, England a relatively small
island nation had become the hub of a new world economy. This gave rise to dangerous and unfair working
conditions for the vast majority of laborers, including children. This meant cramped and unsanitary living
conditions for most people. Industrializing England saw a series of urban epidemicsâ€”including typhoid fever
and choleraâ€”though it was primarily the lower class that was affected, and not the wealthier middle or upper
classes who could afford access to better living conditions. As England became an increasingly important
economic power, it began to have greater and greater effect on other national economies. For example, English
textiles, produced through the use of innovative new technologies, were cheaper than what India could
produce. This led to de-industrialization in India as laborers moved out of the cities and back into agriculture.
Democratic Revolutions As the industrial revolution changed the way that people worked for so many in
England and abroad , so too did democratic revolutions change the way that people lived at the most
fundamental level. Revolutionaries in North America and in France argued against long-standing traditions of
rule by an unelected monarchy. In , colonists in North America declared their independence from the English
king. Political rule would devolve, not from hereditary monarchy, but rather by consent of the governed. The
people would elect a president. This was a radical shift in how political power would be determined and made
legitimate. In France, the monarchy had long ruled with absolute power, and with little concern for the
majority of the people. In , a mob stormed the Bastille a Paris prison and symbol of royalist power. This
marked the beginning of the French Revolution, in which the general citizenry would rise up against an
oppressive, tyrannical monarchy. The new revolutionary government in France insisted on political rule based
on reason, not royalist heredity. The French Revolution, a revolt that saw the public execution of the king, had
an enormous impact around the globe, as populations saw the possibility for social uprising that could lead,
even through violence, to a fundamentally new form of government. However, ruling classes also learned the
lesson of the French Revolution, and many feared that their own populations would revolt as well. A number
of nations, including England, went to war against France. By , France was at war and in disarray. A radical
revolutionary group, the Jacobins, took power from to This period came to be known as the "Reign of Terror"
and represented, to many, the worst aspects of absolute monarchy reborn in revolutionary violence taken too
far: Out of this tumultuous period in French history would emerge a soldier of singular importance: His
ambition seemed to know no bounds: Nevertheless, though his rule as emperor was relatively short, its impact
was considerable. He ruled as a tyrant but his "Napoleonic Code" established systems of governance
throughout Europe and beyond that were based not on hereditary power or tradition but on merit and ability.
As Napoleonic ideals which in part reflected the ideals of the French Revolution itself spread across Europe,
they began also to have an effect in European colonies abroad. Inspired by the French and American
Revolutions, colonies in South America began to protest for their freedom and independence. The year marked
a high point of revolutionary activity in Europe and abroad as the lower classes began to argue, and to
mobilize, for their rights. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels published their famous Communist Manifesto, in
which they analyzed how workers were fundamental to economic prosperity and that, as such, they should
enjoy rights and freedoms that had too long been reserved for an elite few. Literature in the Age of
Revolutions Literature has always played an important role in revolutionary movements, either by provided
those movements with grounding principles or by reflecting back to society what revolutions have meant. The
French and American Revolutions were grounded in the principles of Enlightenment thinkers, especially their
belief in reason as the ultimate guiding principle that would lead to a better society. Literature can contribute
greatly to a revolutionary spirit as artists decry injustice in their works and as they bring to light social
problems that need to be addressed. Some artists take their role as revolutionaries literally. The revolutionary
period of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries fundamentally reshaped societies in England, continental
Europe, and ultimately across the globe. Its lasting impacts are still felt today, as are its tensions: Can the
revolutionary spirit be taken too far? Is violence in the service of revolution justifiable? Realism The
mid-to-late nineteenth century saw a new era of globalism. Empires enabled or forced cultural exchange, and
new methods of communication and transportation enabled the diffusion of people and ideas like never before.
Artistic styles and ideasâ€”just like their commercial counterpartsâ€”spread widely and quickly as well.
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Realism was one of the most important literary movements of the nineteenth century, and it influenced many
different artistic traditions. Realism had its roots in Europe, particularly in France and Britain, but it also
emerged at more or less the same time in other, non-European literary traditions. Realism, as the name
suggests, featured characters that had often been ignored in earlier literary traditions, like the poor and the
disenfranchised, among other marginal characters. These characters were presented in "realistic" situations,
featuring everyday realities of life. Further, they spoke in colloquial language, just as most readers would use
in their regular lives. Other aspects of realism involved artists observing the world closely and reflecting it in
their work, as objectively and with as little sentimentâ€”or artificialityâ€”as possible. In fact, the "realism"
that most contemporary audiences expect in popular fiction and film was startlingly new in the nineteenth
century. Realist writers were inspired by social revolutions. Unlike their Romantic era counterparts, however,
realist writers of the late nineteenth century did not seek in nature the same respite from industrialization. In
their efforts to represent reality through art, many artists had to confront the nature of reality itself. How much
of the world "out there" is objectively perceptible by the senses? And how much of reality is an effect of our
subjective experience in the world? Indeed, some began to see the world as a product of our subjectivity.
There was no "out there" at all. This philosophical position led many artist away from realism, which was
otherwise concerned with the physical, empirically measurable world. The novel and short story were the
preeminent genres of the realist movement in literature. The novel in particular allowed for experiments in
form like the inclusion of other genresâ€”letters, diary entries, news reports and also the expansive space that
realist writers used to elaborate the details regarding characters, storylines, and settings. Plot and character
were of equal importance for realist writers. Each of these literary elements allowed for the development and
exploration of moral dilemmas, which was a hallmark of realist fiction. And rarely were these dilemmas
resolved in neatly turned endings. Such inconclusiveness reflected the reality of life itself, which rarely
presents clear cases of right or wrong, black or white. Modernity and Modernism, Modernity and Modernism,
New means of transportation and communication at the beginning of the twentieth century produced a world
that was more interconnected than ever before. People, goods, and information could travel faster than at any
other time in history. Improvement in food production, distribution, and in medicine meant that cities were
healthier and safer than ever before as well, certainly relative to their eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
counterparts. Innovation in science and medicine was accompanied by innovation in warfare and weapons.
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But if you are an historian in particular--more than a lover of Dostoevsky and literature of his century--you
probably would want to read this book and think about what it means in the 21st century. Here there is one
overwhelming issue, what Dostoevsky calls "The Eastern Question. In combining these two issues The
Eastern Question and The People by virtue of Orthodoxy, Dostoevsky exhibits a genteel but Leninesque
intensity that rejects anything other than either a universal or perhaps simply Asian fate for the Russians. We
are the true children of Christ, he says, whereas Rome is a secularized version of Christianity that when it lost
true power through the Vatican picked it up in France and then ran smack into Lutheran Germany. That
Dostoevsky would blog at a length comparable to War and Peace on matters of political and military
consequence is almost astonishing. Here you have the master psychological novelist giving up his greatest
strength--characterization--in order to try to make an abstraction called the People central to his writing. He is
syrupy in his devotion to these peasants. He overlooks what we can safely assume is a full quotient of human
fraility and venality. The level of historical and contemporary information he attains is nothing short of
awesome. This is before the Internet, remember. This is before fresh newspapers at your doorstep. People did
have newspapers, of course, but they arrived late, and you had to recompose chronologies and reimagine
realities out of sequence. So one assumes he read all he could and did what people used to do: He understands
the minerals, oils and gases out there in Siberia and down in the Caspian basin. He foresees the geo-political
fact that is beginning to dawn on the rest of us here in the U. Europe is really only a little piece of what we call
Eurasia, giving Europe far too much credit. This man is a czar reincarnated. For that the Russians expect a
kind of demi-god to do the job, or the demi-god expects that of himself. There are passages in this volume
devoted to literature and society--particularly one incident in which a pregnant woman throws her step-child
out a window and the child survives a forty foot fall--but these passages are diversions from the main
argument: Russia is an Orthodox country, full of Christian believers, destined to bring the world a new "word.
This is the way Russia is:
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structure of a scene that whoever wrote the final text could only with license be described as its single author. I
have therefore, in this introduction, discussed full-length play texts, and not only the Middleton portion of
them. Problems regarding the authorship of complete plays cannot be so conveniently avoided. Here I have
adopted an unargued and only partially satisfactory solution. Many sensitive readers find it difficult, however,
to reconcile their response to his known work, especially at this early point in his career ca. In my own view,
the question has not been finally resolved, even now. The two major tragedies, The Changeling with William
Rowley and Women Beware Women, have been revived in professional productions of distinction, and there
are signs that the professional theater may begin to explore the less celebrated work as well: Other work,
especially among the citizen comedies, may well follow. In his own day Middleton attracted wide attention;
above all, his political satire A Game at Chess excited so much public interest that it enjoyed the first recorded
"run" in the history of the English stage. A short introduction to Middleton confronts an immediate problem.
Collaboration between seventeenth-century dramatists appears sometimes to have involved one writer revising
a scene already sketched out by his partner; on other occasions, two dramatists seem to have worked together
so closely in devising the content and 1 THOMAS MIDDLETON Tragedy from the rest of this essay. This is,
of course, unsatisfying. In the case of another play of uncertain attribution, I have had no such qualms. I have
chosen in the following pages to discuss in detail no more than six representative plays. I have thought it
helpful to list at the end of the essay the putative Middleton canon, as drawn up by Lake. A picture emerges of
the playwright gaining firsthand acquaintance in his early years with the intricate legal disputes that later
figure prominently in his comedies; of a young man repeatedly faced with the equation or contrast of property
and affection, a theme much pondered in the plays; of one greatly concerned, like his characters, with money;
and of a man stemming from the class of prosperous citizens and traders, but at least holding acquaintance
with more socially elevated groups, thus informing, perhaps, the acute interest the plays take in class and
power. It is also possible to speculate that the fatherless boy, brought up from the age of five, it would seem,
largely in the company of women, gained in that way his noted concern with female psychology, Middleton
was christened at St. Just over five years later, William was buried, on 14 January , leaving property and
bequests to his wife and children. His widow, Anne, was prompt to remarry, linking herself within eleven
months to one "Thomas Harvey of St. Dioniss," a grocer by trade, but one who had beggared himself taking
part in the ill-fated expedition of Ralegh and Grenville to Roanoke Island. The following years seem to have
been occupied largely by squabbles and lawsuits, sometimes of bizarre ingenuity, as stepfather, mother, and
children sought to obtain control over the family money and property. Middleton and his sister Avice or Alice
were repeatedly involved. The conflict pursued Middleton even to Oxford, and he had to return to London on
at least one occasion to intervene. There is no record of his taking a degree, and we learn only a few months
later, in February , that "nowe he remaynethe heare in London daylie accompaninge the players. About ,
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Middleton married into a distinguished family with strong connections with Oxford, the law, and the theater.
Roger Marbecke, an author and physician. The other early pieces in verse and prose demonstrate a growing
ability to write satirically about contemporary moral and social abuses. Hengist, King of Kent or The Mayor
of Quinborough , a play of uneven achievement based on chronicle material and written, probably, between
and , leads toward the great tragedies, Women Beware Women ca. I have omitted from this simplified account
a few lesser plays, together with controversial attributions such as The Yorkshire Tragedy. In addition to his
work for the theater, Middleton contributed largely, from on, to the civic pageantry commissioned annually by
the London livery companies to welcome the new lords mayor. From The Triumphs of Truth to The Triumphs
of Wealth and Prosperity , Middleton contrived in most years to provide material for this important city event.
Middleton also wrote three masques one with Rowley and some minor occasional pieces. Perhaps in
recognition of this diverse activity, he was granted in the post of chronologer to the City of London; his tasks
seem to have included the preparation of a journal of public events, together with the writing of speeches and
entertainments on certain occasions. A further play, The Viper and Her Brood, written in , has since been lost.
Michaelmas Term, A Mad World, My Masters, and A Trick to Catch the Old One, all written for the boy
players between and , read like commercial pieces that might be expected to appeal to audiences closely
familiar with the life of merchant-class London. The same might be said of Your Five Gallants. With them
declined the popularity of citizen comedy, its place taken to simplify a complex topic by a new interest in
tragicomedy, as written by Beaumont and Fletcher. Middleton followed the new development by writing A
Chaste Maid in Cheapside ca. Middleton was buried on 4 July , at the parish church of Newington Butts, an
area in which he had lived since at least Perhaps it is in Michaelmas Term that Middleton best focuses his
personal contribution to entertainment and social commentary. Here, in the figure of Quomodo, the woolen
draper, and his group, Middleton manages to express in summary a broad sociocultural movement, as the
commercial classes of London seek to displace the gentry as centers of influence and owners of land not the
universalizing of the contemporary, as in Jonson, but an adroit specifying. The play radiates authenticity,
whether in what Richard Levin calls "the remarkable series of genre scenes" showing gallants parading their
finery in St. Jonson and Marston in particular shared with Middleton in providing the theater of the early years
of the century with a dramatic genre satiric in intent, contemporary and urban in setting, cleverly plotted,
spirited, and entertaining. In plays like Volpone, The Alchemist, and Bartholomew Fair, Jonson transformed
entertainment into pungent and elaborate images of human greed. Few intrigues in the whole range of comedy
can be as adroitly managed as the series of tricks by which Follywit robs and deceives Sir Bounteous A Mad
World, My Masters , or by which Master Richard Easy is coney-catched1 Michaelmas Term. The play is an
extraordinarily adroit combination of social document and lively theater. The play relies for its plot on an
inventive variation of the familiar story of the prodigal and witty young man who has wasted his fortune and
now tries to recoup his position by hoodwinking his elders. Yet the caricature of drunkenness and malign
temper is so strong as to suggest the term Hogarthian; and the two main scenes, detachable from the action if
not, in its wider sense, from the plot, are so intense as to imply both a specific contemporary target and a boy
player who excelled at such cameos. Our uncertainty of response toward the Courtesan reflects the
characteristically complex balance of moral feeling in these citizen comedies. The bolder attitudes come
across plainly enough: More difficult to accept comfortably is the simple assumption, everywhere, that rich
marriage is a good to be striven for: Yet the more serious possibilities are there, and Middleton will consider
them in later work. As a theater piece, the play brims with opportunities. A kind of verve and animation
radiate out from the language into character and action. Hoard and Lucre emerge vividly: Yet the figures do
not remain flat caricatures. Hoard, too, subtly suggests a kind of innocent relish and even generosity of spirit
dammed up by avarice: Neither portrait is fully developed, yet within the compass of a boy player each invites
both bold and restrained playing. Even less developed are the drunken usurer Dampit and his
usurer-acquaintance Gulf, who shadow Hoard and Lucre and in Dampit, at least exemplify how avarice
damages the personality to the point where the individual loses contact with his fellows. Above all, it allows
Middleton to show sexual impulse expressing itself without restraints, except for those exerted by social and
commercial competitiveness. Yet, the comic release associated with festivity is qualified by considerations of
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a moral kind the child is a bastard, fathered by Sir Walter Whorehound and by language that refers again and
again to physical processes, often of a gross or immodest character. Allwit lies in bed, recently delivered, we
hear, of "a large child," though herself "but a little woman. These bourgeois saturnalia end in disarray; as stage
action has expressed the greedy egotism and self-indulgence of these people, so the final stage picture
expresses their chaotic physicality: With their short figging little shittle-cork-heels. Again, the stance is satiric,
the technique related to caricature, but this time the writing displays an emotional force not evident in the
earlier comedies. Yet, even if these views are accepted, A Chaste Maid comes over as a powerful piece of
theater in which deep sources of feeling are touched, both personal and more widely shared. A Chaste Maid
concerns the intricately related affairs of four family groups: All are in some way affected by the activities of
Sir Walter Whorehound: Allwit, with the ready connivance of her husband, who thereby escapes the cares and
costs of family life; he loses his position as heir when Touchwood Senior, promiscuously fertile, begets a child
on Lady Kix. The remaining important character is Touchwood Junior, in love with Moll and she with him.
The set of relationships here established allows Middleton to portray a remarkable range of sexual feeling, to
involve his 3 Godpa rents. A concern with physicality and its relationship to sex and to forms of human order
especially marriage distinguishes the play throughout.
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